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Books, Yes, and Much More
WestSearch Advanced Search

Title contains educational AND Title contains leadership
Women and Educational Leadership
Margaret Grogan and Charol Shakeshaft

Availability
Your institution has access to 1 copy of this book:
- Read Online
- Not Available for Full Download
- Download PDF Chapter
  Get up to 30 pages, any PDF software, does not expire.

Description
This groundbreaking book presents a new way of looking at leadership that is anchored in research on women leaders in education. The authors examine how successful women in education lead and offer suggestions and ideas for developing and honing those exemplary leadership practices. Women and Educational Leadership shows how the qualities that characterize women’s approaches to leadership differ from traditional...
Educational Leadership: Global Contexts and International Comparisons

Series: International Perspectives on Education and Society, Vol. 11
Authors: Wiseman, Alexander W.
Resource Type: eBook
Description: This volume of International Perspectives on Education and Society investigates the changing face of educational leadership from comparative and international perspectives. Various definitions of leadership have transformed the way that educators around the world think about teaching, administration, and policy in recent years. Yet, there is relatively little known about how educational leadership works in many specific systems, cultures, and societies around the world. And...
The basic guide to supervision and instructional leadership
Glickman, Carl D.; Gordon, Stephen P., 1948; Ross-Gordon, Jovita M.
Boston : Pearson c2013
Available at Ruth A. Haas Library Circulating Collection (LB2806.4.G557 2013)
WestSearch
Advanced
Consortial
Results
World Cat

https://www.worldcat.org/advancedsearch
WorldCat Results
Ebsco eBook Collection
Ebsco eBook Collection

[Image of Ebsco eBook Collection interface]

- New Search
- Dictionary
- eBooks

Search bar: Enter any words to find books, journals and more
Search options: Basic Search, Advanced Search, Search History

Sign In button
Initial Results (Default Setting)
Change Default Settings
Updated Results

1. Educational Leadership and Music: Lessons for Tomorrow's School Leaders
   In this book we considered new territory for educational leadership by looking to music for lessons and inspiration that may inform the next generation of schools leaders. Each chapter focuses on...

   Subjects: MUSIC / Genres & Styles / Classical; MUSIC / Reference; Music in education; Educational leadership

   [Ebook options: PDF, EPUB, Full Download, Table of Contents, Most Relevant Pages From This eBook]
Example eBook
Journal Finder

- On homepage: use to see if we have a particular journal
- In databases: Search for and link to full text OR provide via interlibrary loan/Get It Now.
Journal Finder Results

- Title
- ISSN
- Source
  - Database
  - Publisher site
- Individual journal
- Full text begin/end dates
Journal Finder

>>> Academy of Educational Leadership Journal

ProQuest

Publication Information

Full text available

Latest available issue: 2019, Vol. 23 (1)
Full text coverage: 2006 (Vol. 10, no. 1) - present
Citation/Abstract coverage: 2006 (Vol. 10, no. 1) - present
ISSN: 1096-6328
Language: English
Subjects: Education

Search within this publication:

Browse specific issues

The list is currently ordered by most recent issue first. View oldest issue first

2019
2016, Vol. 23 (1)
Library Homepage - Databases
Databases by Subject
# Databases by Subject

## Education & Educational Psychology

### Popular Databases

- **Academic Search Premier**
  - This multi-disciplinary database has records for nearly 15,000 periodicals - journals, magazines, and newspapers - of which nearly 16,000 are peer reviewed. It provides full text for more than 5,000 journals, and you can use Journal Finder to locate articles that do not have a PDF readily available.

- **EBSCO eBook Collection on EBSCOhost (WCSU)**
  - Collection of over 20,000 ebooks in a variety of subjects.

- **EBSCO Combined Databases**
  - Search all EBSCO provided databases simultaneously.

- **Education Research Complete**
  - Education Research Complete covers the areas of curriculum instruction, administration, policy, funding, and related social issues. The database provides indexing and abstracts for over 2400 journals, with full-text for over 1400 journals, 500 ebooks, and numerous education-related conference papers. Topics covered include all levels of education from early childhood to higher education, and all educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education, and testing.

- **ERIC (Education Resource Information Center)**
  - Educational Resources Information Center - definitive education database indexing articles and ERIC documents.

- **JSTOR**
  - Relaunched and comprehensive archive of important scholarly journal literature. Backfiles ONLY - no articles from within the last 5 years. ALL full-text.

### Reference Materials - Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, Tests

- **APA Handbook of Personality & Social Psychology (via PsycNET)**
  - This resource summarizes current knowledge and advances in research and theory on attitudes and social cognition regarding human nature and tendencies, thought processes in judgment and behavior, and human experiences and motivations.

- **DSM Library (Psychiatry Online)**
  - The standard diagnostic tool used by mental health professionals worldwide to promote reliable research, accurate diagnosis, and thus appropriate treatment and patient care. Each psychiatric disorder with its corresponding diagnostic code is accompanied by a set of diagnostic criteria and descriptive details including associated features, prevalence, familial patterns, age-, culture-, gender-specific features, and differential diagnosis.

- **ETS (Educational Testing Services) Test Collection**
  - Database of more than 25,000 tests and other measurement devices most of which were created by authors outside ETS. It makes information on standardized tests and research instruments available to researchers, graduate students and teachers. With information about tests from the early 1900s to the present, the Test Collection at ETS is the largest compilation in the world.

- **Health and Psychosocial Instruments Database (HPI)**
  - Produced by Behavioral Measurement Database Services, HPI is a comprehensive bibliographic database providing information about behavioral measurement instruments. Information in the database is abstracted from hundreds of leading journals covering health sciences and psychosocial sciences. Additionally, instruments from Education are included. HPI Records provide information on questionnaires, interview schedules, vignettes/scales, coding schemes, rating and other scales, & more.

- **Mental Measurements Yearbook w/ Tests in Print**
  - Produced by the Buros Institute at the University of Nebraska, provides users with a comprehensive guide to over 2,000 contemporary testing instruments. Designed for an audience...
Off campus access

• Access all library resources (1) through the library website or (2) through a link provided to you by a faculty/staff member or by Blackboard. Links provided to you should have been created such that they are routed through the library system.

• When you click on a library linked database/resource, you will be prompted to sign.

• Image on next slide illustrates this.
  • Use your banner/Windows username and password.
    • username001@wscu.edu (do not add connect).
    • You will only have to log in one time, as long as you leave the browser open.
Off Campus Access

To log in:

1. Use your Network ID plus @wcsu.edu (EXAMPLE: smithj005@wcsu.edu)
2. Use the same password as your WCSU email and other WCSU network logins

Network ID@wcsu.edu
Password
Login
Education Research Complete
Databases

• Collections of articles, reports, books, and other types of items
• Provide a means of searching for information you need
• Databases are designed and organized in a manner to help you search
• Might include actual “text” or might just be an index without text
Education Research Complete

https://www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/education-research-complete

Content Includes

- Full text for more than 1,300 education journals
- Full text for more than 530 books and monographs
- Full text for more than 2,300 education-related conference papers
- Indexing and abstracts for more than 2,400 journals

Comprehensive Coverage

_Education Research Complete_ covers the areas of curriculum instruction, administration, policy, funding and related social issues. Topics covered include all levels of education from early childhood to higher education and all educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education and testing. This database also includes full text for books, monographs and numerous education-related conference papers.
Databases
(also called article databases, index or index/abstract databases)

• Articles are **indexed** in databases **fields**.

• Think of ...  
  • Index of **topics** in back of a book  
  • Index of **authors** in back of a book  
  • Topics and authors examples of database **fields**
Databases
(also called article databases, index or index/abstract databases)

• Generally, one searches using words or terms in database fields. Each field can be indexed
  • Abstract
  • Title
  • Keyword
  • Subject
  • Author
  • Publication

• “Select a field” in Ebsco generally means will search in multiple fields. Will illustrate.
Databases

database fields differ from database to database
Subjects: “Controlled Vocabulary”

• Agreed upon terminology to describe/identify areas of interest
• Professionals read the articles and apply terms to them that characterize the main content
• You can learn the terms appropriate to your topic or area and use them to search
Databases
(also called article databases, index or index/abstract databases)

• Have filters to let you specify ...
  • Year(s) published
  • Types of resources/studies (journal article, clinical trial, meta-analysis, etc.)
  • Geographic data
  • Language
  • Age
  • Gender
  • And more ...
Databases
(also called article databases, index or index/abstract databases)

| **Education Research Complete**, Education Resources and Information Center (ERIC), PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, Academic Search Premier, ProQuest Dissertations, Google, Google Scholar, ... |

**Getting the actual article**

- Some databases
  - (a) provide the actual article within the database
  - (b) link out to the article somewhere outside of the database
  - (c) do not provide the article (in which case one needs to use interlibrary loan ILL)

- Don’t forget to get the citations
Education Research Complete
Advanced Search
• **RESEARCH Part 1a: Empirical Research (primary).** When presenting one’s research, faculty generally discuss their research in terms of what they have done in an “experiment” (intervention) or what they have observed (descriptive).

• **RESEARCH Part 2: Literature Search.** Additionally, a critical piece of research involves gaining awareness of what others have done related to the topic. One manner of doing this is by reading research articles, located in scholarly journals, and writing about it.
Research ...

- **The LIBRARY** plays a role in that it subscribes to these journals, along with databases that index the journals, and makes them available to researchers. There are tens of thousands of journals.

- It would be impractical for a researcher to obtain every journal and examine the table of contents to locate relevant articles. The library subscribes to **Databases**, tools that organize resources in a way that helps researchers find information quickly.
Written Record

Everything written about \textit{test anxiety} as it pertains to \textit{students} in \textit{elementary education}

\textbf{Primary}
First hand accounts, original work, quantitative, qualitative, empirical studies

\textbf{Secondary}
Descriptions, interpretations, explanations of primary research

\textbf{Popular Writing} (New York Times, Newsweek, novels, etc.)

\textbf{Scholarly Writing} (Review of Educational Research, Elementary School Journal, etc.)

\textbf{Formats}
Peer Review: https://youtu.be/rOCQZ7QnoN0

• Three minute video, University of North Carolina
## Scholarly vs Popular Writing

### Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarly</th>
<th>Popular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articles written by experts: often professors</td>
<td>Articles written by non-specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles often go through a peer review</td>
<td>Articles are reviewed by an editor, but not by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process: independent experts evaluate the</td>
<td>a panel of experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article before it’s published</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles have footnotes and bibliographies</td>
<td>Articles may or may not mention sources in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal advertising, graphics, or illustrations</td>
<td>Extensive advertising, lavish photos, colorful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unless relevant to the article (for example,</td>
<td>cover to market the magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art journals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scholarly vs. Popular Journals

**Scholarly**

*International Journal of Educational Research*

- **Highlights**
  - Validating the structure of anxiety predictors by means of control-value theory.
  - Confirms the role of self-efficacy for **goal attainment** as suggested by the **theory of self-regulation**.
  - Longitudinal validation study integrating assumptions of both theories.
  - Model integrating assumptions from both theories fits the data best.

**Popular**

*Chronicle of Higher Education*

**I Didn’t Know How to Ask for Help**: Stories of Students With Anxiety

You don’t have to look far to find them. Here’s what they want you to know.

*By Sara Lipka | FEBRUARY 04, 2018 — PREMIUM*
Scholarly vs Popular Writing
How to Know for Sure …

• Use database filters/checkboxes
• Sometimes journals specify in an “About” link, on the home page of the journal, that they are peer reviewed.
Primary & Secondary Articles/Publications

Primary (mostly)

Journal of Educational Research

Secondary

Review of Educational Research
Research
## Empirical Research

1. **Problem** – What are you trying to figure out? Write this in the form of a question.

   

2. **Hypothesis** – What do you think you are going to find out?

   

3. **Materials** – List the materials you will use in the experiment.

   

4. **Procedures** – Make a detailed list of the steps in your experiment.

   

5. **Results** – What did you observe when you performed the experiment?

   

6. **Conclusion** – From what you observed, how would you answer your original question?

   

---

---
The Flow of Information

Empirical Research

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00220671.2015.1016600

- ABSTRACT
- Literature review
- The present study
- Method
- Results
- Discussion
- Conclusions
- References
Library Research Cycle

Questions

Ideas (Hypothesis?)

Journals, Books, Databases

Search Strategy (Procedure)

Data Collection

Reading and Analysis

Discussion

Conclusions
Databases
Education Research Complete
Advanced Search
Default Settings
Initial Results
Refined Search

* peer reviewed

* not searching equivalent subjects

* not in full text

* published last 10 years
Refined Results
Changed Database Field To Title
Refined Search

*Alternate Terms
Refine search: Thesaurus
Obtain Full text
PDF or Journal Finder
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP DOCTORAL FACULTY ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND PRACTITIONER EXPERIENCES IN GEORGIA.

Authors:
1. Tettman, Steven1 storman@georgiasouthern.edu
2. McBryde, Julian2 mcibryde@georgiasouthern.edu
3. Evans, Deborah3 defe0149@georgiasouthern.edu

Source:

Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: "Educational leadership"
"Doctoral students"
"Academic qualifications"

Abstract:
Aim-Purpose: This study examined doctoral faculty of educational leadership within the state of Georgia in the United States. The aim was to illustrate the academic qualifications and practitioner experiences of the faculty that develop students in educational leadership programs to be scholarly practitioners and future educational leaders. Background: Faculty of educational leadership programs prepare their students to hold influential senior leadership roles in P-12 school administration and higher education administration. In this apprenticeship model, doctoral faculty utilize their academic qualifications and/or practitioner experiences to develop students into scholarly practitioners. Methodology: A descriptive quantitative study utilizing content analysis was conducted to examine faculty of educational leadership programs in educational leadership (n=10). Results: Basic demographic data and institutional information were collected. In addition, faculty were asked to rate the importance of various attributes. Through content analysis, we identified the academic qualifications and practitioner experiences of doctoral faculty in the field of educational leadership. Contribution: This study...
Conceptualizing educational leadership in an academic development program.

Authors: Fields, Jacqueline¹
Kenny, Natasha Ann² nakenny@ucalgary.ca
Mueller, Robin Alison²


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *Educational leadership
*Educational planning
*Higher education
*Educational programs
*Postsecondary education

Abstract: Promoting the development of educational leadership in higher education is essential for strengthening the quality of teaching and learning. Additional research is needed to conceptualize educational leadership, especially within informal roles. We analyzed how faculty members in an academic development program conceptualized educational leadership. Five key characteristics emerged that
Title Search Results

I did not find any titles that match your search.

If you wish, you may request any article through Interlibrary Loan or search for this journal in the catalogs of other libraries.

There could be as many as 42 titles that begin with or 98 titles that contain the first few words of your search criterion ("International Journal for").

User entered:
- [International Journal for Academic Development]

I searched for:
- [International Journal for Academic Development]
ILLiad – Interlibrary Loan
Interlibrary Loan

ILLiad@WCSU

Article Request
Enter information below and press the Submit Request button to send.

Describe the item you want

- Title (Journal, Conference Proceedings, Anthology)
  - Please do not abbreviate unless your station is abbreviated
  - Volume
  - Issue Number or Designation
  - Month
  - Year
  - Inclusive Pages
  - ISSN/ISBN (International Standard Serial/Book Number)
  - Call Number
  - OCLC or Decline UI Number
  - Article Author
  - Article Title

International Journal for Academic Development

24
3
2019
218-
1366-144X

Conceptualising educational leadership in
Document Delivery
When there is no PDF available

• Get It Now: faster, matter of hours; cost to the library is higher; check coverage dates, not always available. Use if you need it quickly.

• Interlibrary loan (ILL): slower, usually 1-3 days, cost to the library is lower, almost always available. Use if you can wait a few days.
Journal Finder: Other things you might see

Get It Now
Journal Finder: Other things you might see

We have a subscription to the journal

Link to collection or to the article at publisher site
Journal Finder: Other things you might see

Journal Finder did not locate the journal correctly
You would have to enter data manually into Illiad
Thesaurus
Thesaurus

Initial Results
Ebsco Combined Databases
Education Research
Complete
Refined Results
Ebsco
Combined Databases
Results With Same Settings
Ebsco Combined

Menu of Limiters

Results in each Database
PsycINFO: These details come only from this database
APA Citation Style

http://libguides.wcsu.edu/styles
Publication Manual of APA in WestSearch (Library Catalog)
Purdue OWL

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/
In Text Citations

Reference citations in text are covered on pages 169-170 of the Publication Manual. What follows are some general guidelines for referring to the works of others in your essay.

Note: On pages 65-66, the Publication Manual suggests that authors of research papers should use the past tense or present perfect tense for signal phrases that occur in the literature review and procedure descriptions (for example, Jones (1996) found or Jones (1996) has found...). Contexts other than traditionally-structured research writing may permit the simple present tense (for example, Jones (1996) finds).
Purdue OWL
Reference List - Electronic Resources

Reference List: Electronic Sources (Web Publications)

Please note: Some electronic citations necessitate the use of brackets. APA style dictates that brackets should directly surround their content without spaces (e.g., [bracketed content]) should look like this. When possible, include the year, month, and date in references. If the month and date are not available, use the year of publication. Please note, too, that the OWL still includes information about print sources and databases for those still working with these sources.

Cite your source automatically in APA

Website ▼ Search by URL, title, or keyword

Cite

Using citation machines responsibly

Powered by Citation Machine

Webpage or Piece of Online Content

Individual webpages and documents hosted online are cited similarly to print content. Note, however, that the URL is typically included at the end of the entry. The URL may, at the author's discretion, be left as an active link. Include additional information (like translators, editors, first edition publication date, and so on) as you would for print sources.
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